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Abstract. QTk is a tool built on top of Tcl/Tk that allows user interface designers to adopt a cost-effective model-based approach for designing executable user interfaces. QTk is based on a descriptive approach that uses a declarative style where appropriate (symbolic records to specify widget types,
initial states, and geometry management; procedure values to specify actions),
augmented with objects and threads to handle the active part of the interface.
QTk offers four original advantages: unicity of language (only one language
serves as both modeling and programming language), reduced development
cost (the interface model immediately gives rise to an executable user interface), tight integration of tools (specification, construction, and execution
tools are all integrated), and improved expressiveness (the interface model is
very compact to produce and cheap to manipulate). The advantages are made
possible by a tight integration with a multiparadigm programming language,
Oz, that supports symbolic data structures, a functional programming style, an
object programming style, and cheap threads. QTk is a module of the Mozart
Programming System, which implements Oz. We show how to port QTk to
Java, which allows to retain some but not all of the tool's advantages.
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Introduction

The aim of exploiting a model-based approach [14] for designing user interfaces
(UIs) consists in capturing UI specifications into models from which a running UI
can be derived. It is useful to be able to specify a desired UI formally into models
before building it, particularly if a mockup suitable for testing can be obtained directly from the specification [1,9,10]. Each such model has three properties [16,18]:
1. Declarative: specifications contained in each model should be expressed in a
declarative specification language called interface modeling language.
2. Editable: specifications can be edited either manually by a human operator or
automatically by an automaton.
3. Analyzable: specifications are expressive enough to be processed in order to perform analysis operations. Results of this analysis can be in turn used for pro-
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ceeding with the next steps of the UI design process.
Models involved in a model-based approach typically include [2,4]: a task model, a
user model, a domain model, a platform model, a presentation model, and a dialogue model. The last two models are indispensable to obtain a finally executable
UI. To obtain such a UI, specifications contained in models can be manipulated in:
• A ‘generate-compile-execute’ cycle: specifications are processed at design
time by software to automatically generate the UI code, possibly with some
design assistance. This code is usually written in the programming language of
a target development environment or in terms of instructions available in a
User Interface Management Systems (UIMS) [6]. It is then compiled and executed to get the running UI. Any model modification results in a new cycle.
• A ‘specify-interpret’ cycle: specifications are progressively refined so as to
create a subset that is expressive enough to be interpreted at any time (design
time or execution time). When this subset reaches a reasonably advanced
status, the specifications are released and interpreted again to get the running
UI. The model can be modified at any time.
These cycles received limited success due to several constraints, such as:
1. The multiplicity of languages: although some intelligent model editor may free
designers from seeing the interface modeling language, this language is still different from the programming language, thus introducing many discrepancies and
difficulties in generating programming code from the specifications or interpreting them. This complexity of these generation and interpretation tasks is very
high.
2. The development cost: developing a generator or an interpreter requires a high
development effort that is not cost-effective. This cost can even be multiplied if a
generator is needed for several programming languages, for example from a ‘X’
modeling language to HTML, Java, C++, and Visual Basic.
3. The poor integration of tools: five broad categories of tools are identified [6]:
requirements tools (that are used by requirements specialists to formulate requirements); specification tools (that are used by system designers to produce
specifications); construction tools (that are used by implementers to transform
specifications into coded modules); execution tools (that are used by system administrators to assemble and bind modules into interactive systems); and, evaluation tools (that are used by evaluators). In most model-based approaches, most of
these tools are needed, but are still separated: no smooth transition can be provided between them.
4. The reduced expressiveness of modeling language: the success of a model-based
approach highly depends on the expressiveness of its interface modeling language. Some approaches have proven reasonably effective in narrow domains
since the language is dedicated. However, no modeling language has been shown
to be applicable at a sufficiently general level. Additionally, the compactness of
this language is also a concern: modeling languages tend to be verbose and their
translation into programming language is even more verbose and hard to understand.
In this paper, we address the above shortcomings by introducing QTk, a develop-
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ment module built on top of the Oz language that allows designers to quickly develop executable UIs in the same integrated environment according to a modelbased approach. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: the next section provides an introduction of the Oz programming language. Section 3 details
QTk and its underlying model-based approach to designing executable UIs. Section
4 describes the QTk implementation. Section 5 compares QTk with related work,
with respect to other tools providing executable UIs and model-based approaches to
designing UIs. Section 6 concludes the paper by highlighting four salient properties
of QTk that address the above shortcomings (unicity of language, reduced development cost, tight integration of tools, and improved expressiveness) and by introducing some future work.

2

The Oz Programming Language

Oz [12,17] is a multiparadigm programming language with high-level support for
symbolic data structures including lists and records. These records are very well
suited for a model-based approach for designing UIs as model elements can be easily represented with these structures. QTk is an Oz module implementing a function
building UIs from a correctly formatted Oz record, using a declarative approach that
is also editable and analyzable.
As records are natural data structures of the language, it is easy to dynamically
create or manipulate them in the functional paradigm provided in Oz. The UI specification being itself an Oz record, the dynamic creation of custom UI becomes as
easy as dynamic manipulation of records. Oz is a dynamically-typed language, i.e.,
types are checked at runtime, which allows for great flexibility in the kinds of record manipulations. The UI description is a part of the language itself and can directly have references to live entities of the application. The interpretation of the
specification can be done on-the-fly at any point of the execution, making dynamic
creation of UIs very easy to implement.
2.1

Oz Data Structures

This section will detail some of the many data structures in Oz, showing useful
properties for the remainder of this article.
2.1.1
Atom
An atom is a symbolic constant that has a printable representation made up of a
sequence of alphanumeric characters starting with a lower case letter, or arbitrary
printable characters enclosed in quotes. Atoms are scalar values of the language that
have no internal structure. For example: a foo ’=’ ’:=’ ’OZ 3.0’ ’Hello
World’. Atoms have an ordering based on lexicographic ordering.
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2.1.2
List
A list is either the atom nil representing the empty list, or is a tuple using the infix
operator | and two arguments which are respectively the head and the tail of the list.
Thus, a list of the first three positive integers is represented as: 1|2|3|nil. A list
ending by nil can also be represented by all elements between [ and ], separated
by a space and without the ending nil : [1 2 3] == 1|2|3|nil.
2.1.3
Strings
Another notation for a list is a sequence of characters surrounded by " (double
quotes), for example "Hello World". This is equivalent to a list of integers
where each integer is the ASCII value of the corresponding character in the string.
This implies that all list operations are available for calculating with strings.
2.1.4

Records

Records are structured compound entities. A record has a label and a fixed number of components or arguments of the form label(feat1:val1 ...
featN:valN) where label is an atom, the featX are atoms or numbers, and
valX can be any valid data structure. Note that featX are optional. If not specified, they are implicitly numbered: label (val1 ... valN) == label(1:val1 ... N:valN). A record whose features are numbered consecutively
starting from 1 is called a tuple. Operations are provided to treat tuples in a special
manner. Tuples give more concise code and have a faster implementation than records.
Many operations can be performed on Oz records (Table 1): let R=toto(foo:10
bar:20).
Table 1. Some Oz operations.
Operation
Selection
Get arity
Add feature
Subtract feature
Extract label
Rename label
Iterations on
record

Example
R.foo == 10
{Arity R} == [bar foo]
{Record.adjoinAt R nuk 30} == toto(foo:10 bar:20
nuk:30)
{Record.subtract R bar} == toto(foo:10)
{Label R} == toto
{Record.adjoin R lala} == lala(foo:10 bar:20)
Record.forAll, Record.map, Record.while, ...
{Record.map R fun{$ V} V div 10 end} ==
toto(foo:1 bar:2)

Many other operations are available [5,8], and if they still do not cover the needs,
the functional paradigm of Oz [17] can be used to write new ones compactly and
efficiently. Because of dynamic typing, it is easy to create new record types at run-
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time. As an example, we will describe two functions transforming the following
record:
data(name:"Roger"
surname:"Rabbit"
address1:"Rue des toons"
address2:"WB")
Function 1:
fun{Transform1 D}
{List.toTuple td
{List.map
{Record.toListInd D}
fun{$ I#E}
lr(label(text:I)
entry(init:E))
end}}
end

The parameter D of the function is firstly transformed into a list of pairs:
featX#valX. This list is mapped to a list where all elements have the form:
lr(label (text:featX) entry (init:valX)), where X is the position of the
item in the list. This list is transformed back into a tuple. The example record is thus
transformed into (assuming implicit numbering):
td(lr(label(text:address1)
entry(init:"Rue des toons"))
lr(label(text:address2)
entry(init:"WB"))
lr(label(text:name)
entry(init:"Roger"))
lr(label(text:surname)
entry(init:"Rabbit")))
Function 2:
fun{Transform2 D}
fun{Loop P}
case P of I#E|Xs then
label(text:I)|
entry(init:E)|
newline|
{Loop Xs}
else nil end
end
in
{List.toTuple lr
{Loop {Record.toListInd D}}}
end

Like Transform1, the function Transform2 first transforms the record given as
parameter into a list of pairs featX#valX. This list is then processed by the Loop
function and the resulting list transformed back into a tuple whose label will be lr.
The Loop function recursively parses a list of pairs and creates another list where
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for one item featX#valX in the first list correspond three items in the second list:
label(text:featX)|entry(init:valX)|newline . The resulting record is:
lr(label(text:address1)
entry(init:"Rue des toons")
newline
label(text:address2)
entry(init:"WB")
newline
label(text:name)
entry(init:"Roger")
newline
label(text:surname)
entry(init:"Rabbit")
newline)

3

A Model-Based Approach Based on Oz Records

The idea of the model-based approach underlying QTk [7] is to map records describing starting models (typically, a domain model) onto widgets (typically, a presentation and a dialog model) according to the following mapping rules: a record is
mapped onto a widget according to selection rules [19], its label is mapped onto the
widget type, and any feature, e.g., to set the initial value, is mapped onto any widget
parameter. The example label(text:"surname")declares a label widget which
initially displays the text surname. The geometry management is defined by container widgets (td for top-down and lr for left-right) and not by a separate mechanism. Functions 1 and 2 of Section 2.1.4 give rise to the windows depicted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Windows generated by applying mapping rules.

We briefly introduce the main mechanisms used by QTk to describe and integrate
UI description records. These mechanisms make QTk a complete and useful toolkit
for designing UIs in a model-based approach. [7] is a complete description of QTk.
3.1

Geometry Management

The geometry management is done by means of container widgets. The two most
common container widgets are td and lr widgets which organize the contained
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widgets respectively top to down and left to right. Fig. 2 shows the two windows
that QTk builds with the following two records:
lr(label(text:"left")
label(text:"center")
label(text:"right"))
td(label(text:"top")
label(text:"center")
label(text:"down"))

Fig. 2. Windows generated from lr and td expressions.

Any of the contained widgets can recursively be containers. These two widgets
can split a window into packed rectangular areas. To determine what size these
areas must occupy, each widget has a glue parameter that place constraints on
them. Without going into full details, one can choose that either a widget should
occupy only the size required in a specific direction, or take as much space as possible. One can also choose to stick widgets to none, one, or more of its four possible
edges to "glue" its neighbors or container border.
lr(label(text:"Name" glue:w) entry(glue:we) glue:nwe)

Fig. 3. Windows generated from a glue instruction.

The example reproduced in Fig. 3 shows a lr container widget glued so that it
expands horizontally and is stuck to its container top edge. The label widget is glued
so that its left edge is stuck to the border of the container. The entry expands horizontally taking all remaining available size left from the container.
3.2

Geometry Management: The Grid Structure

It is possible to have a grid structure where all widgets are organized in lines or
columns of the same size (Fig. 4). The lr (resp. td) widget supports the newline
special code which makes the following contained widgets jump to a new line (resp.
column) right below the previous widgets, keeping the same column structure (resp.
line) with the widgets above them. The empty special code leaves an empty space
in a line (resp. column) and the continue special code spans a widget over several
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columns (resp. lines) (Fig. 4).
lr(button(text:"One" glue:we) button(text:"Two" glue:we)
button(text:"Three" glue:we) newline
button(text:"Four" glue:we) button(text:"Five" glue:we)
button(text:"Six" glue:we) newline
button(text:"Seven" glue:we) button(text:"Height" glue:we)
button(text:"Nine" glue:we) newline
empty button(text:"Zero" glue:we) continue)

Fig. 4. Window generated from newline and continue instructions.

3.3

Creation of a window

The function build of the QTk module takes a record as input and if the record is a
valid description, it builds a window corresponding to the description and returns an
object controlling that window: Window={QTk.build td(label(text:"Hello
world"))}. {Window show} exposes the previously created window.
3.4

Interaction with Oz

A QTk description is a static record that has to be interpreted. For the application to
gain dynamic control over its UI, handles can be defined for all widgets:
entry(handle:E)

When the window is built, each defined handle is bound to an object controlling its
corresponding widget.
Window={QTk.build td(entry(handle:E))}
{Window show}
{E set(text:"Type here")}

This is where QTk places the border between the declarative approach and a classical imperative, possibly object-oriented, approach: declarative approach for
building the window in an initial state, imperative approach for dynamical interaction with window components.
3.5

Dynamic Windows

QTk provides a widget, called placeholder, whose content can change dynami-
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cally during UI execution. A placeholder widget defines a rectangular area in the
window that can contain any other widget at any time as long as the window exists.
In the following example, the window alternatively contains a label and a push button.
placeholder(handle:P)
...
{P set(label(text:"Hello"))}
...
{P set(button(text:"World"))}

3.6

Events

Some widgets have an action parameter that can be defined to execute an Oz procedure (or a method invocation) when a widget specific action occurs. For example,
the action parameter of a push button executes the procedure when the user presses
this button. For arbitrary events, widgets can invoke the bind method from their
handles.
3.7

Summary of the Model-Based Approach of QTk

QTk can map a single correctly formatted record to build a window:
1. Many different types of windows can be built with different type of geometry
management, including grid structures.
2. All initial states of widgets can be defined.
3. All widgets can be controlled by the application using handles.
4. All type of events supported by widgets can be managed.
5. Part of a window can be defined and changed at any time during execution by
means of the placeholder widget.
It is thus reasonable to use QTk as a support toolkit for a model-based approach to
designing executable UIs and their applications.

4

Integration of QTk and Oz

This section describes interesting points of the current implementation of QTk in
Oz.
4.1

Building a UI on-the-fly with a Model-Based Approach

Using Oz records for building interfaces reduces the implementation issues to manipulating records:
• Records are natural Oz data structures with a complete support to extensively
manipulate them: the problem of building an interface (at least in its initial
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•

•

•

4.2

state) is reduced to natural data structure manipulations. In practice this reduces
very much the amount of work required for building a window: clear and compact notation and easy manipulation with extensive support from the language.
Records are part of the application itself. They can be fully integrated with the
application’s data in a natural way without requiring a special communication
layer. The dynamic part of the UI is managed by a classical imperative approach.
Records can be built on-the-fly: an application can therefore completely create
its UI at runtime from its model. This is a very important property: the modelbased UI generation can be done both at design time and runtime, using one and
only one programming language.
Dynamic building of UI is a matter of creating a correctly formatted record onthe-fly. As Oz extensively supports this kind of manipulation, creating a UI at
runtime is much simpler with Oz than with a classical imperative approach
where developers manipulate many lines of code describing the dynamic UI
creation rather than data structures.
Records can be embedded inside Oz objects or procedures. It is consequently
easy to write several widgets having different presentations for the same data
structure, with a common interface at the Oz level. Fig. 1 shows two (slightly)
different presentations of the same data structure. If various presentations are
embedded inside objects or procedures, a selection rule can choose which presentation to use. Note that this selection is completely done at runtime. Writing
such a selection rule in QTk is significantly shorter than with traditional imperative languages. It is estimated that a QTk selection rule would require one
fourth of the code required in, for instance, SEGUIA [19]. This system contains
about 360 selection rules written in imperative programming. Fig. 5 in Appendix shows a dialog box that can be dynamically adapted by change its interaction: either as read-only display or an input/output dialog box. These two presentations are embedded in two separate functions with their own handling and
offer a common interface. Moreover, they are put in a placeholder so that the
application can switch between the two states on-the-fly. The complete Oz
code is given to demonstrate the compactness of the required code. Again,
coding this UI with a traditional imperative programming language would require a significantly larger portion of code.
Porting QTk to Other Languages

Four language entities of Oz are used extensively by QTk: records (along with their
manipulation operations), objects (for controlling widgets), procedures (for defining
actions), and threads (for window concurrency).
1. The declarative specification uses records and is built using the recordmanipulation operations in the language. The functional programming part of Oz
is particularly useful for this. The declarative style is expressive enough to specify three basic properties:
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The widget types and their initial states.
The initial actions, specified as procedure values (in the functional style).
The geometric arrangement of widgets in the window and their behavior upon
window resizing.
2. The active behavior of the UI is modeled using objects and threads. Each widget
has a "handle", an object that can be used to control and interrogate the widget.
Each window is associated with a thread. All actions of the window are executed
sequentially in that thread. This guarantees that order of events within a window
is not lost and that windows can operate autonomously. Threads in Oz are not operating system threads but are implemented by the Oz runtime system. They are
designed to be extremely lightweight, thus allowing them to be used when the architecture of the application requires it, without having to be particularly concerned about efficiency.
Porting QTk to a more usual language like Java would require implementing two
separate program components:
1. A package to support dynamically-typed records and allow their manipulation in
a similar way to higher-order functional programming.
2. An interpreter, the analogue of QTk, that takes the records as input and interfaces
with a low-level toolkit such as AWT. QTk and the low-level Tk interface together consist of about 13,000 lines of Oz. QTk fully uses the abilities of the Oz
language, including its flexible object system (e.g., first-class messages), symbolic data structures (records and lists), and higher-order (functional) programming style where appropriate. It is more difficult to estimate the effort needed in
duplicating the record functionality, since records are an integral part of the Oz
system and their functionality is spread out. The record functionality consists of
record input/output, an efficient internal record representation, a wide variety of
primitive record manipulation operations, and hooks into the garbage collector.
However, this port would retain three disadvantages:
1. Cumbersome syntax. The record syntax provided by a Java package would almost certainly be more verbose than the Oz record syntax, unless an Oz-like
parser is built into the package. Furthermore, since in-line procedures are not
possible in Java, they would have to be defined separately and then referenced in
the record.
2. Inefficient records. Oz records are carefully implemented to be efficient in both
time and memory. They require one word per feature and label. If the record
type and feature name are known at compile-time, then the field’s content is accessed by direct indexing (similar to statically-typed languages). If they are not,
then the following techniques are used to get almost the same performance. For
tuples the field is accessed by direct indexing, for records either by hashing (first
access of a field) or by direct indexing (subsequent accesses of a field, with
cached index [5]).
3. Inefficient threads. Building "plastic widgets" or other dynamic interface elements is straightforward in QTk because Oz threads are highly reactive and
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lightweight.1 Thread creation in Mozart 1.1.0 is two orders of magnitude faster
than in JDK 1.2 (some timing figures are given in [7]). In Java, one would therefore have to build an explicit task scheduler: create the threads once and then
give them tasks to do.

5

Related Work

QTk can be compared to several other works in the domain of UI development
environments that support designers and developers in designing UIs according to a
model-based approach leading to executable UIs. We now compare QTk with some
selected work regarding to the executability of models and regarding to other
model-based approach.
Jacob [9,10] is one of the pioneers who introduced the need for executable UIs
from their specifications and demonstrated its feasibility, in this case from a statetransition diagram expressing the dialogue. Lean Cuisine+ [15] is an executable
semi-formal graphical notation for specifying the underlying behavior of eventbased direct manipulation interfaces. It is a multi-layered notation which supports
the early design phase of the interface development life cycle.
In [2], Bomsdorf & Szwillus developed a task model enriched with complex relations between tasks that can be executed. Depending on the abstraction level of the
development process, graphical representations or early ideas of screen layout can
be attached to it. With this technique, prototypes can be used very early in the design process, improving the capabilities to evaluate the model.
In these examples, various models (a dialogue model for Jacob and LeanCuisine,
a task model for Bomsdorf and Szwillus) are exploited to obtain an executable UI.
In QTk, presentation and dialogue models are considered as the terminal models
needed to run a UI. But other models can be incorporated and translated into Oz
records when needed and depending on the needs of the target system. For instance,
the domain-to-presentation mapping problem [16] can be solved by writing selection
rules and arrangement rules that map Oz data structures (i.e. the domain model) to
widget structures (i.e. the presentation model), along with their predetermined behavior (i.e. the dialogue model). Any other mapping can be equally established.
Tcl is a simple scripting language for controlling and extending interactive applications: the Tcl interpreter is designed to be easily extended with application specific commands. Tk extends Tcl with command for building user interfaces. Tcl/Tk
[13] provided us with at least two advantages: (i) the high level of abstraction of
Tcl/Tk makes it easy to generate implementations, and (ii) its free availability for
multiple computing platforms, such as OSF/Motif and Microsoft Windows. QTk
goes beyond the simple facilities provided by Tcl/Tk by offering the power of the
1

Lightweight threads are important for constraint programming, which was one of the original target domains of the Oz language.
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Oz language to UI designers and developers.
Bumbulis et al. built a methodology and a system allowing the designer to describe a user interface with an IL specification language that results into Tcl/Tk
instructions [3]. In some sense, specifications contained in a presentation model and
a dialogue model are examined and analyzed to produce an executable UI. However, the IL specification language differs from the Tcl scripting language, thus
forcing developers to constantly switch from one language to another.
Miyashita et al. argued that programming by visual example can be achieved
through their TRIP3 tool. In this system, a bi-directional translation exists between
the application data contained in a domain model and the pictorial data contained in
a presentation model. This system is able to generate mapping rules from the domain model to the presentation model for the translation from example data and its
corresponding example presentation. Note that QTk is advantageous over TRIP3 in
that multiple mappings between several models can be specified at once, whereas
TRIP3 has only one type of mapping. On the other hand, TRIP3 and QTk both share
the scheme in which the presentation model can be expressed in a declarative manner that can be instantly executed.
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Conclusion

Due to facilities explained before and due to its implementation, QTk offers four
original and substantive advantages:
1. Unicity of language: only one language serves as both modeling and programming language. This provides a significant advantage over most existing modelbased UI development environment where the interface modeling language is
significantly different from the target programming language. In QTk, the interface modeling language is the programming language and vice versa. Moreover,
all mappings between potential models contained in one Oz program can be supported by the language itself. The example provided in the appendix shows how
some reasonably complex UIs can be written with QTk.
2. Reduced development cost: the interface model immediately gives rise to an executable user interface. There is no longer a need for translating specifications
contained in the models into code of the target programming environment.
3. Tight integration of tools: specification, construction, and execution tools are all
integrated. There is no longer a need to distinguish the categories of tools that are
often prevalent in model-based approaches. There is only one developing environment. Moreover, once the UI has been produced, the semantic core component
can be developed without leaving the environment and without transforming the
UI models into another expression. Rarely in the field of Human-Computer Interaction or in the domain of model-based approaches, such a tight integration between modeling and developing has been reached.
4. Improved expressiveness: the interface model is very compact to produce and
cheap to manipulate. In most cases, the code needed to express the rules that gov-
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ern the presentation and the dialogue of a running UI is significantly reduced with
respect to fully imperative languages. For example, adaptation rules can be written in a very straightforward way that is more expressive than, for instance, its
corresponding code in Java or C++. It is to a point that an adaptation rule can
even be read, and thus interpreted, by just reading the Qtk code.
As QTk is built on top of Tcl/Tk [13], all its declarations are transformed into
100% imperative Tcl scripts. This is time consuming as the Oz process has to build
a script, send it to the Tcl/Tk process, and Tcl/Tk has to interpret and process it.
Moreover QTk has to interpret the UI declarations which is also time consuming,
but that has to be done only once at the creation of the window (or when something
new is put in a placeholder). The first overhead will disappear very soon as an
equivalent to the QTk module is being currently developed for the GTk toolkit,
where access to the toolkit is achieved by direct call to its API instead of an intermediate scripting language. The second overhead cannot be removed completely as
there still will be an interpretation part when interacting through actions and handles, but we expect it to be small as this interaction is quite straightforward and does
not require much computation.
Future work includes the development of mapping rules that support multiple
forms of adaptation, including adaptativity, adaptability and plasticity. The example
provided in the appendix is an example of such a UI with dynamic adaptation.
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Appendix

The following example will show how two representations can be dynamically calculated on the same set of data. The user has the opportunity to freely switch between both views by clicking a check button (Fig. 5). For simplicity reasons and as
the object-oriented notation of Oz wasn’t introduced in this paper, this example uses
a functional paradigm. The OO paradigm can be even more suited for this kind of
UI development [12].

Fig. 5. Two representations with the opportunity to switch dynamically between them.

This application uses two functions to calculate two distinct views and encapsulate
the access to the inner widget through a common interface. A placeholder is used to
dynamically display one of these two views. The common interface makes switching and keeping the coherence between views trivial.

Fig. 6. From the initial data to the user interface.
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7.1

Commented code

First of all, the application must declare it wants to use the QTk module. This module is available through an URL:
declare
[QTk]={Module.link
["http://www.info.ucl.ac.be/people/ned/qtk/QTk.ozf"]}

The data to work on is a list of pairs of identifier#value:
Data=[name#"Roger"
surname#"Rabbit"
age#14]

The ViewPresentation function builds a representation where each pair
identifier#value is mapped to a label whose text is identifier followed by
":" and by the corresponding value. The functions returns a record with four fields:
•
•
•

desc: the description record.
handle: the handle of this representation.
set: a one parameter procedure that refreshes the representation with the in-

•

get : a function that returns the state of the displayed data. Note that for sim-

formation that is given as parameter.
plicity, this state is the last one stored in the In variable, and not deduced from
the displayed widgets.

fun{ViewPresentation Data}
Handle In={NewCell Data} in
r(desc:{Record.adjoin {List.toTuple td {List.map Data
fun{$ D#V} label(glue:we feature:D text:D#":"#V) end}}
td(glue:nswe handle:Handle)}
handle:Handle
set:proc{$ N} {Assign In N}
{ForAll N proc{$ D#V} {Handle.D set(text:D#":"#V)} end}
end
get:fun{$} {Access In} end)
end

The EditPresentation function builds a representation where each pair
identifier#value is mapped to a label containing identifier followed by ":"
and an entry (if value is a string) or numberentry (if value is an integer) containing value. This representation uses a gridded structure, very much like example
2 in Fig. 1. This function returns a record with four similar fields to the
ViewPresentation function. Note that this time, the data returned by the get
function is deduced from the widgets themselves.
fun{EditPresentation Data}
Handle Feats={List.map Data fun{$ D#_} D end}
fun{Loop X} case X of D#V|Xs then
label(glue:e text:D#":")|if {IsInt V}
then numberentry(feature:D init:V glue:we)
else entry(feature:D init:V glue:we)
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end|newline|{Loop Xs} else nil end
end in
r(desc:{Record.adjoin {List.toTuple lr {Loop Data}}
lr(glue:nswe handle:Handle)}
handle:Handle
set:proc{$ N}
{ForAll N proc{$ D#V} {Handle.D set(V)} end} end
get:fun{$}
{List.map Feats fun{$ D} D#{Handle.D get($)} end} end)
end

The main application calls both functions on the same data. The main window contains a placeholder and a check box. Checking or unchecking the box switches between both views, maintaining data integrity between views by using their associated set and get procedure and function. After the window is built, the descriptions of both views are placed in the window. Thereafter they can be placed back at
any time by using their handles.
V1={ViewPresentation Data}
V2={EditPresentation Data}
P C
{{QTk.build td(placeholder(glue:nswe handle:P)
checkbutton(text:"Edit" init:false handle:C
action:proc{$}
Old#New=if {C get($)} then
V1#V2 else V2#V1 end
V={Old.get} in
{New.set V}
{P set(New.handle)}
end))} show}
{P set(V2.desc)} {P set(V1.desc)}
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7.2

Uncommented code

declare
[QTk]={Module.link
["http://www.info.ucl.ac.be/people/ned/qtk/QTk.ozf"]}
Data=[name#"Roger"
surname#"Rabbit"
age#14]
fun{ViewPresentation Data}
Handle In={NewCell Data} in
r(desc:{Record.adjoin {List.toTuple td {List.map Data
fun{$ D#V} label(glue:we feature:D text:D#":"#V) end}}
td(glue:nswe handle:Handle)}
handle:Handle
set:proc{$ N} {Assign In N}
{ForAll N proc{$ D#V} {Handle.D set(text:D#":"#V)} end}
end
get:fun{$} {Access In} end)
end
fun{EditPresentation Data}
Handle Feats={List.map Data fun{$ D#_} D end}
fun{Loop X} case X of D#V|Xs then
label(glue:e text:D#":")|if {IsInt V}
then numberentry(feature:D init:V glue:we)
else entry(feature:D init:V glue:we)
end|newline|{Loop Xs} else nil end
end in
r(desc:{Record.adjoin {List.toTuple lr {Loop Data}}
lr(glue:nswe handle:Handle)}
handle:Handle
set:proc{$ N}
{ForAll N proc{$ D#V} {Handle.D set(V)} end} end
get:fun{$}
{List.map Feats fun{$ D} D#{Handle.D get($)} end} end)
end
V1={ViewPresentation Data}
V2={EditPresentation Data}
P C
{{QTk.build td(placeholder(glue:nswe handle:P)
checkbutton(text:"Edit" init:false handle:C
action:proc{$}
Old#New=if {C get($)} then
V1#V2 else V2#V1 end
V={Old.get} in
{New.set V}
{P set(New.handle)}
end))} show}
{P set(V2.desc)} {P set(V1.desc)}

